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Abstract— With the advent of multicore processors, it has
become imperative to write parallel programs if one wishes to
exploit the next generation of processors. This paper deals with
skyline computation as a case study of parallelizing database
operations on multicore architectures. We compare two parallel
skyline algorithms: a parallel version of the branch-and-bound
algorithm (BBS) and a new parallel algorithm based on skeletal
parallel programming. Experimental results show despite its
simple design, the new parallel algorithm is comparable to
parallel BBS in speed. For sequential skyline computation, the
new algorithm far outperforms sequential BBS when the density
of skyline tuples is low.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multicore processors are going mainstream [1]. As a response to the problem of excessive power consumption and
the lack of new optimization techniques, the industry has
adopted a new strategy for boosting processor performance
by integrating multiple cores into a single processor instead
of increasing clock frequency. In upcoming years, we will see
processors with eight, sixteen, or more cores, but not with
much higher clock frequency.
The advent of multicore processors is making a profound
impact on software development [2]. As there is little performance gain when running sequential programs on multicore
processors, it is imperative to write parallel programs in
order to exploit the next generation of processors. Due to
simpler design and lower clock frequency in individual cores,
sequential programs may even experience performance loss on
tomorrow’s multicore processors.
This radical change in processor architectures begs an
important question for the database community: how can
we exploit multicore architectures in implementing database
operations? Since multicore architectures combine multiple
independent cores sharing common input/output (I/O) devices,
this question is particularly relevant if database operations
under consideration are computationally intensive, but not I/O
intensive. In such cases, multicore architectures offer an added
advantage of negligible or low overhead for communications
between parallel threads, which we can implement as reads
and writes to the main memory or disk.
This paper deals with skyline computation as a case study
of parallelizing database operations on multicore architectures.
Given a multi-dimensional dataset of tuples, a skyline computation returns a subset of tuples, called skyline tuples, that
are no worse than, or not dominated by, any other tuples
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when all dimensions are considered together. Because of its
potential applications in decision making, skyline computation
has drawn a lot of attention in the database community [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8].
The computationally intensive nature of skyline computation makes it a good candidate for parallelization especially on
multicore architectures. Typically the cost of skyline computation depends heavily on the number of comparisons between
tuples, called dominance tests, which involve only integer or
floating-point number comparisons and no I/O. Since a large
number of dominance tests can often be performed independently, skyline computation has a good potential to exploit
multicore architectures. So far, however, its parallelization has
been considered only on distributed architectures [9], [10],
[11].
We investigate two complementary approaches to parallelizing skyline computation. First we parallelize a state-of-theart sequential skyline algorithm to see if the design principle
of sequential skyline computation also extends to parallel
skyline computation. For our purpose, we choose the branchand-bound algorithm (BBS) [7] which uses special index
structures to eliminate from dominance tests a block of tuples
at once. Second we develop a new parallel skyline algorithm,
called pskyline, based on the divide-and-conquer strategy.
Our parallel skyline algorithm is remarkably simple because
it uses no index structures and divides a dataset linearly into
smaller blocks of the same size (unlike existing divide-andconquer skyline algorithms which exploit geometric properties
of datasets).
For BBS, we parallelize the implementation provided by
the authors of [12]. For pskyline, we use skeletal parallel
programming [13] which provides a few primitive operations,
such as map and reduce, to facilitate the principled development of parallel programs. We use the OpenMP programming
environment [14] both to parallelize BBS and to instantiate
pskyline into an implementation tailored to multicore architectures. Experimental results show despite its simple design,
pskyline is comparable to parallel BBS in speed. pskyline
is also competitive for sequential skyline computation when
only a single core is available. In particular, pskyline far
outperforms sequential BBS when the density of skyline tuples
is low, or when the dataset is meaningful from the viewpoint
of skyline computation.
Although the main topic of this paper is parallel skyline
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computation on multicore architectures, we believe that its
main contribution is to provide evidence that the time is ripe
for a marriage between database operations and multicore
architectures. In order to exploit multicore architectures to
their fullest, we may have to devise new index structures or
reimplement database operations accordingly. Certainly we do
not want to find ourselves struggling to squeeze performance
out of just a single core while all other 31 cores remain idle!
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
skyline computation and skeletal parallel programming, and
discusses related work. Section III explains how we parallelize
BBS. Section IV presents the design and implementation
of our parallel skyline algorithm pskyline. Section V gives
experimental results of parallel BBS and pskyline on an eightcore machine. Section VI discusses the experimental results
and Section VII concludes.
II. P RELIMINARIES
This section reviews basic properties of skyline computation
and gives a brief introduction to skeletal parallel programming.
Then it discusses related work.
A. Skyline computation
Given a dataset, a skyline query retrieves a subset of tuples,
called a skyline set, that are not dominated by any other tuples.
Under the assumption that smaller values are better, a tuple
p dominates another tuple q if all elements of p are smaller
than or equal to their corresponding elements of q and there
exists at least one element of p that is strictly smaller than its
corresponding element of q. Thus the skyline set consists of
those tuples that are no worse than any other tuples when all
dimensions are considered together.
Let us formally define the skyline set of a d-dimensional
dataset D. We write p[i] for the i-th element of tuple p where
1 ≤ i ≤ d. We write p ≺ q to mean that tuple p dominates
tuple q, i.e., p[i] ≤ q[i] holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and there exists
a dimension k such that p[k] < q[k]. We also write p 6≺ q to
mean that p does not dominate q, and p ≺ q to mean that p
and q are incomparable (p 6≺ q and q 6≺ p). Then the skyline
set S(D) of D is defined as
S(D) = {p ∈ D | q 6≺ p if q ∈ D}.
Note that S(S(D)) = S(D) and S(S) ⊂ S hold. We refer to
those tuples in the skyline set as skyline tuples.
The computational cost of a skyline query mainly depends
on the number of dominance tests performed to identify
skyline tuples. A dominance test between two tuples p and
q determines whether p dominates q (p ≺ q), q dominates p
(q ≺ p), or p and q are incomparable (p ≺ q). The computational cost of a single dominance test increases with the
dimensionality of the dataset.
Usually a skyline algorithm reduces the number of dominance tests by exploiting specific properties of skyline tuples.
For example, transitivity of ≺ allows us to eliminate from
further consideration any tuple as soon as we find that it is
dominated by another tuple:

Proposition 2.1 (Transitivity of ≺ ):
If p ≺ q and q ≺ r, then p ≺ r.
Another useful property is that we may consider incomparable
datasets independently of each other. Let us write D1 ≺ D2
to mean that p ≺ q holds for every pair of tuples p ∈ D1
and q ∈ D2 .
Proposition 2.2 (Incomparability):
If D1 ≺ D2 , then S(D1 ∪ D2 ) = S(D1 ) ∪ S(D2 ).
This property is the basis for existing divide-and-conquer
skyline algorithms which preprocess a given dataset into incomparable datasets in order to avoid unnecessary dominance
tests. In the worst case, however, a dominance test between
every pair of tuples is necessary because every tuple may be
a skyline tuple.
Our parallel skyline algorithm is also a divide-and-conquer
algorithm, but uses distributivity of S as its basis:
Proposition 2.3 (Distributivity of S):
S(D1 ∪ D2 ) = S(S(D1 ) ∪ S(D2 )).
That is, it computes S(D1 ∪ D2 ) by first computing S(D1 )
and S(D2 ) separately and then merging S(D1 ) and S(D2 ).
Here D1 and D2 do not need to be incomparable datasets,
which means that our algorithm may divide a given dataset in
an arbitrary way.
B. Skeletal parallel programming
Skeletal parallel programming is a programming model
for parallel computing in which an independent operation is
applied to each element of a homogeneous collection of data.
It requires two components: a parallel data structure and a set
of parallel skeletons. A parallel data structure is a collection
of homogeneous elements such that an independent operation
can be applied to each individual element in parallel. Parallel
skeletons are primitive constructs for performing elementary
parallel computations and serve as building blocks for more
complex parallel computations. By sequencing these parallel
skeletons in the right order, we can implement parallel computing over the parallel data structure in a safe way.
Our parallel skyline algorithm uses lists as its parallel data
structure. A list is a finite sequence of elements of the same
type. We write [x1 , · · · , xn ] for a list consisting of elements
x1 , · · · , xn . As special cases, [] denotes an empty list and
[x] denotes a singleton list consisting of element x. We write
l1 ++ l2 for the concatenation of lists l1 and l2 . ++ is
an associative operator, so l1 ++ l2 ++ l3 , (l1 ++ l2 ) ++ l3 ,
and l1 ++ (l2 ++ l3 ) are all equivalent. We write l − [x] for
list l without element x.
In the design of our parallel skyline algorithm, we make
extensive use of functions. For example, parallel skeletons
are functions which take other functions as their arguments.
Hence we first describe our notation for functions and function
applications. The notation is similar to the syntax of the
functional programming language Haskell [15].
We write f x for an application of function f to argument
x. Note that we do not use parentheses to enclose x as in
f (x). A function may take multiple arguments and we write
f x1 · · · xn for an application of function f to arguments
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x1 , · · · , xn in that order. If an application of a function f to
arguments x1 , · · · , xn returns e as the result, we write the
specification for f as follows:
f x1 · · · xn

= e

For a binary function f , we write hf i for an equivalent infix
operator such that f x y = x hf i y.
In developing our parallel skyline algorithm, we consider
two parallel skeletons: map and reduce. The map skeleton
pmap (parallel map) takes a unary function f and a list l as
its arguments, and applies f to each element of l in parallel:
pmap f [x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ] =

[f x1 , f x2 , · · · , f xn ]

If f takes O(1) sequential time, pmap f l takes O(1) parallel
time. The reduce skeleton preduce (parallel reduce) takes an
associative binary function f and a list l, and collapses l into
a single element by repeatedly applying f to its elements:
preduce f [x] = x
preduce f [x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ] = x1 hf i x2 hf i · · · hf i xn
The associativity of f ensures that preduce f l may apply f to
elements of l in any order. If f takes O(1) time, preduce f l
takes O(log n) parallel time where n is the length of l.
We also consider sreduce (sequential reduce), a sequential
version of the reduce skeleton, defined as follows:
sreduce f [x1 , · · · , xn−1 , xn ] =
f (sreduce f [x1 , · · · , xn−1 ]) xn

LESS are amenable to parallelization because both algorithms
involve sorting a dataset, but their parallelization has not been
reported.
There are also a few skyline algorithms that exploit special
index structures. The nearest-neighbor (NN) algorithm [4] and
the branch-and-bound (BBS) algorithm [7] use R-trees as their
index structures. The ZSearch algorithm [8] uses a new variant
of B+-tree, called ZBtree, for maintaining the set of candidate
skyline tuples in Z-order [20]. Experimental results show that
ZSearch runs consistently faster than BBS on typical datasets.
Parallel skyline computation so far has been considered only
on distributed architectures in which participating nodes in a
network share nothing and communicate only by exchanging
messages [9], [10], [11]. While similar in spirit in that it
attempts to utilize multiple computational units, our parallel
skyline algorithm focuses on exploiting properties specific
to multicore architectures in which participating cores inside
a processor share everything and communicate simply by
updating the main memory.
The idea of skeletal parallel programming is already in use
by such database programming models as MapReduce [21],
[22] and Map-Reduce-Merge [23]. Parallel constructs in these
programming models are actually different from parallel skeletons in skeletal parallel programming. For example, the map
construct in MapReduce takes as input a single key/value pair
instead of a list of key/value pairs.
III. PARALLEL BBS

sreduce f l takes O(n) sequential time if f takes O(1)
sequential time and n is the length of l.
C. Related work
The problem of skyline computation is known as the maximal vector problem in the computational geometry community.
Kung et al. [16] study the time complexity of the problem
with a theoretical divide-and-conquer algorithm and a concrete
algorithm for three-dimensional datasets. Stojmenović and
Miyakawa [17] present a divide-and-conquer algorithm for
two-dimensional datasets. Matousek [18] uses matrix multiplication to develop an algorithm for datasets whose dimensionality and size are equal. Dehne et al. [19] present a divide-andconquer algorithm for three-dimensional datasets. All these
algorithms are parallelizable, but are not suitable for skyline
computation in the database context because of the constraints
on the dimensionality of datasets.
For generic skyline computation as a database operation,
there are a few algorithms that do not require special index
structures or preprocessing. The block-nested-loops (BNL)
algorithm [3] performs a dominance test between every pair of
tuples while maintaining a window of candidate skyline tuples.
The sort-first-skyline (SFS) algorithm [5] presorts a dataset
according to a monotone preference function before starting a
procedure similar to BNL. LESS (linear elimination sort for
skyline) [6] incorporates two optimization techniques into SFS
and is currently regarded as the best skyline algorithm that
does not require index structures or preprocessing. SFS and

This section develops a parallel version of the branch-andbound algorithm (BBS). We give a brief introduction to BBS
and explain how we parallelize it.
A. Branch-and-bound algorithm
BBS is a state-of-the-art skyline algorithm which uses
R-trees as its index structures. Figure 1 shows the pseudocode
of BBS. It takes as input an R-tree built from a dataset and
returns the skyline set. BBS maintains in the main memory
a heap holding candidate skyline tuples and an array S
holding skyline tuples. Line 7 and 10 consist of a sequence
of dominance tests between a candidate skyline tuple and all
skyline tuples in S. Line 9 retrieves R-tree nodes and is the
only part that requires I/O operations.
We parallelize BBS and compare it with our parallel skyline algorithm pskyline. Note that the comparison between
pskyline and BBS cannot be conclusive, since pskyline has
an advantage of requiring no index structures while BBS has
an advantage of producing skyline tuples in a progressive
manner. In this regard, such algorithms as BNL, SFS, and
LESS are better choices which do not require special index
structures. BBS, however, is usually faster and less costly
than those algorithms requiring no index structures (see [8]
for a comparison), which implies that our comparison with
BBS does not compromise the evaluation of the relative
performance of pskyline.
We use OpenMP [14] to parallelize BBS. OpenMP is a
programming environment for parallel computing on shared
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BBS (R : R-tree) =
begin
S←φ
insert the root node of R into heap
while heap is not empty do
e ← remove top entry of heap
if ∀e0 ∈ S.e ≺ e0
if e is an intermediate node of R then
for each child ei of e do
if ∀e0 ∈ S.ei ≺ e0
insert ei into heap
end for
else insert e into S
end if
end while
return S
end
Fig. 1.

Pseudocode of BBS

memory architectures such as multicore architectures. Usually
parallel programming with OpenMP begins with a working
sequential program. Then the programmer annotates parallelizable loops in it with OpenMP compiler directives to obtain
an equivalent parallel program. Thus OpenMP provides an
incremental way of writing parallel programs, which is one
of its main strengths.
B. Parallelizing BBS
A naive approach to parallelizing BBS is to perform dominance tests in lines 7 and 10 of Figure 1 in parallel. These
two lines are the most time-consuming part of BBS and do
not require I/O operations. As an example, the following
table shows the profiling result for two typical 10-dimensional
datasets with 102400 tuples:
Dataset 1
Dataset 2

Lines 7 and 10
97.6%
98.6%

Others
2.4%
1.4%

Thus lines 7 and 10 are the most appropriate part to rewrite
when parallelizing BBS. We use OpenMP to implement this
approach.
Unfortunately the speedup of the naive approach is not
as high as we expect. The reason is that even if a certain
thread finds a candidate skyline tuple to be dominated by
a skyline tuple in S, we cannot terminate all other threads
immediately (partially due to the limitation of OpenMP). If
we initiate explicitly communications between threads in such
cases, the communication cost far outweighs the benefit of
parallel dominance tests.
Our approach is to execute lines 7 and 10 of Figure 1
for multiple candidate skyline tuples in parallel. That is, we
first accumulate candidate skyline tuples that are incomparable
with each other, and then inspect these candidate skyline
tuples in parallel. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode of parallel
BBS. The parallel sections of this algorithms are lines 12–
15 and lines 19–22 which are marked with the parallel for
construct. In addition to array S holding skyline tuples as in
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Parallel BBS (R : R-tree) =
begin
S ← φ, S 0 ← φ
insert the root node of R into heap
while heap or S 0 is not empty do
if there is no intermediate node in S 0
and heap is not empty then
e ← remove top entry of heap
if ∀e0 ∈ S 0 .e ≺ e0
S 0 ← S 0 ∪ {e}
else
parallel for each e0i of S 0 do
if ∀e0 ∈ S.e0i ≺ e0
f lagi ← true
end for
for each e0i of S 0 do
if f lagi is true
if e0i is an intermediate node of R then
parallel for each child cj of e0i do
if ∀e0 ∈ S.cj ≺ e0
cf lagj ← true
end for
for each child cj of e0i do
if cf lagj is true
insert cj into heap
end for
else insert e0i into S
end if
end for
S0 ← φ
end if
end while
return S
end
Fig. 2.

Pseudocode of parallel BBS

sequential BBS, parallel BBS uses another array S 0 holding Rtree nodes to be inspected in parallel. Lines 6–10 accumulate
R-tree nodes in S 0 until an intermediate R-tree node is added
to S 0 , at which point all R-tree nodes in S 0 are inspected
in parallel (lines 12–29). Note that all R-tree nodes in S 0
are incomparable. With this approach, we achieve a speedup
approximately proportional to the number of cores. The details
are described in Section V.
IV. PARALLEL SKYLINE ALGORITHM pskyline
This section develops our parallel skyline algorithm
pskyline and proves its correctness. It also describes an
implementation of pskyline and analyzes the I/O cost and
the memory usage.
A. Overall design
We wish to design a parallel skyline algorithm that computes
the skyline set S(D) of a given dataset D. Our goal is to define
a function pskyline (parallel skyline) such that
pskyline D

= S(D).

We represent all datasets as lists and use list concatenation
++ in place of set union ∪. For example, distributivity of S
now states S(D1 ++ D2 ) = S(S(D1 ) ++ S(D2 )).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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15.
16.
17.

Basically our parallel skyline algorithm is a simple divideand-conquer algorithm:
1) It divides D into b smaller blocks D1 , · · · , Db .
2) For each block Di (1 ≤ i ≤ b), it computes S(Di )
separately.
3) It merges b skyline sets S(D1 ), · · · , S(Db ).
When dividing D, our algorithm does not use a particular
strategy. Rather it simply divides D linearly into smaller
blocks so that their concatenation rebuilds D:
D

= D1 ++ · · · ++ Db

In contrast, most of the existing divide-and-conquer algorithms
for skyline computation divide the dataset geometrically (e.g.,
by repeatedly splitting tuples along the median element in each
dimension) in order to eliminate from dominance tests a block
of tuples at once.
In order to define pskyline in terms of the map
and reduce skeletons, we introduce two auxiliary functions: sskyline (sequential skyline) and smerge (sequential
merge). sskyline performs a sequential computation to obtain
the skyline set of a given block; smerge performs a sequential
computation to merge two skyline sets:
sskyline Di
smerge S1 S2

= S(Di )
= S(S1 ++ S2 )
where S(S1 ) = S1 and S(S2 ) = S2

= preduce smerge (pmap sskyline L)
where D = D1 ++ · · · ++ Db
where L = [D1 , · · · , Db ]

A drawback of pskyline1 is that the whole computation
reverts to a sequential computation precisely when it needs
a parallel computation the most. To see why, observe that
pskyline1 D eventually ends up with an invocation of smerge
with two skyline sets S 0 and S 00 such that S 0 = S(D0 ) and
S 00 = S(D00 ) where D = D0 ++ D00 . If the size of a skyline
set grows with the size of its dataset, this last invocation of
smerge is likely to be the most costly among all invocations
of smerge, yet it cannot take advantage of parallel computing.
This observation leads to another definition of pskyline that
uses a sequential version of preduce but a parallel version
of smerge. Assuming an auxiliary function pmerge (parallel
merge) that performs a parallel computation to merge two
skyline sets, we obtain another definition of pskyline that
uses sreduce and pmerge:
pskyline2 D

Fig. 3.

= sreduce pmerge (pmap sskyline L)

where L is given as in the definition of pskyline1 . Now we
have a definition of pskyline that takes full advantage of
parallel computing. Our parallel skyline algorithm uses this
second definition pskyline2 .
Below we describe our implementation of pmerge, pmap,
and sskyline in turn. For the sake of efficiency, our implementation stores all datasets in arrays. We write D[i] for the

pmerge for parallel skyline merging

i-th element of array D and D[i . . . j] for the subarray of D
from index i to index j.
B. Parallel skyline merging
pmerge is a function taking two skyline sets S1 and S2 and
returning the skyline set of their union S1 ++ S2 :
pmerge S1 S2

Using the fact that smerge is associative, we obtain a definition of pskyline that uses pmap and preduce:
pskyline1 D

pmerge S1 S2 =
begin
T1 ← S1
T2 ← []
f y = begin
for each x ∈ T1 do
if y ≺ x then
T1 ← T1 − [x]
else if x ≺ y then
return
end if
end for
T2 ← T2 ++ [y]
end
pmap f S2
return T1 ++ T2
end

= S(S1 ++ S2 )
where S(S1 ) = S1 and S(S2 ) = S2

First we describe an implementation of pmerge that uses lists,
and prove its correctness. Then we describe an equivalent
implementation that uses arrays.
Figure 3 shows an implementation of pmerge that uses lists.
Given two lists S1 and S2 holding skyline sets, it creates two
local lists T1 and T2 (lines 3 – 4). Then it defines a local
function f (lines 5 – 14) and invokes pmap (line 15). Finally
it returns T1 ++ T2 as its result (line 16).
T1 is initialized with S1 (line 3) and decreases its size
by eliminating non-skyline tuples in S1 (line 8). T2 is initialized with an empty list (line 4) and increases its size
by admitting skyline tuples from S2 (line 13). Eventually T1 eliminates all non-skyline tuples in S1 to become
S1 ∩ S(S1 ++ S2 ), and T2 admits all skyline tuples from S2
to become S2 ∩ S(S1 ++ S2 ).
Given a tuple y in S2 , the local function f updates T1 and
T2 by performing dominance tests between y and tuples in
T1 . It keeps eliminating from T1 those tuples dominated by
y (lines 7 – 8), but as soon as it locates a tuple in T1 that
dominates y, it terminates (lines 9 – 10). If no tuple in T1
dominates y, it appends y to T2 (line 13). Note that f only
updates T1 and T2 and returns no interesting result.
pmerge applies f to each tuple in S2 in parallel (line 15).
Since multiple invocations of f attempt to update T1 and
T2 simultaneously, we assume that assignments to T1 and
T2 in lines 8 and 13 are atomic operations. Note that an
invocation of f may observe changes in T1 made by other
parallel invocations of f . These changes are safe because T1
never grows and the loop in f never considers the same tuple
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more than once. In fact, it is because parallel updates to T1 are
allowed that all invocations of f cooperate with each other.
The following theorem states the correctness of pmerge:
Theorem 4.1: If both S(S1 ) = S1 and S(S2 ) = S2 hold,
pmerge S1 S2 returns S(S1 ++ S2 ).
It is important that because of frequent updates to T1 and
T2 by parallel invocations of f , we intend to use pmerge
only on multicore architectures. On distributed architectures,
for example, an update to T1 in line 8 or T2 in line 13 may be
accompanied by communications to other nodes in the network
and its communication cost is likely to outweigh the benefit of
parallel computing. On multicore architectures, such an update
incurs only a single write to the main memory and thus can
be implemented at a relatively low (or almost negligible) cost.
Now we rewrite the implementation in Figure 3 by storing
all datasets in arrays. For S1 and S2 , we use two arrays of
tuples which are assumed to fit in the main memory. Since
no assignment to S1 occurs and T1 always holds a subset of
S1 , we represent T1 as an array F1 of boolean flags such that
F1 [i] = true if and only if S1 [i] ∈ T1 . Then every element of
F1 is initialized with true and the assignment to T1 in line
8 changes to a single write of false to a certain element of
F1 . Since every update to F1 writes the same boolean value
false, the order of writes to the same element of F1 does not
matter, which implies that all updates to F1 are effectively
atomic operations. Similarly we represent T2 as an array F2
whose elements are initialized with false and implement the
assignment to T2 in line 13 as a write of true to an element
of F2 .
In order to store the array for T1 ++ T2 , we reuse the two
arrays allocated for S1 and S2 . Thus the new implementation
of pmerge uses an in-place algorithm except that it allocates
two fresh arrays F1 and F2 .
C. Parallel map
We use OpenMP [14] to achieve a lightweight implementation of the map skeleton pmap. The following C code
illustrates how to implement the map skeleton with OpenMP:
#pragma omp parallel for \
default(shared) private(i)
for (i = 0; i < size; i++)
output[i] = f(input[i]);
It applies function f to each element of array input and
stores the result in array output. The OpenMP directive
in the first line specifies that f be applied in parallel. By
encapsulating the loop within a function taking f as an
argument, we obtain an implementation of the map skeleton.
D. Sequential skyline computation
Figure 4 shows our implementation of sskyline for sequential skyline computation. As input, it takes an array D[1 . . . n]
of tuples which is assumed to fit in the main memory. As
output, it returns the skyline set S(D[1 . . . n]). It uses an inplace algorithm and requires no extra memory, but overwrites
the input array.

1.
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sskyline D[1 . . . n] =
begin
head ← 1
tail ← n
while head < tail do
i ← head + 1
while i ≤ tail do
if D[head] ≺ D[i] then
begin
D[i] ← D[tail]
tail ← tail − 1
end
else if D[i] ≺ D[head] then
begin
D[head] ← D[i]
D[i] ← D[tail]
tail ← tail − 1
i ← head + 1
end
else
i←i+1
end if
end while
if head < tail then head ← head + 1
end while
return D[1 . . . head]
end
Fig. 4.

sskyline for sequential skyline computation

sskyline uses two nested loops. The outer loop uses head
as its loop variable which is initialized to 1 and always
increases. The inner loop uses i as its loop variable which
is initialized to head + 1 and always increases. The two
loops share another variable tail which is initialized to n and
always decreases. When i increases past tail, the inner loop
terminates; when head and tail meet in the middle, the outer
loop terminates.
In order to show the correctness of sskyline, we first
analyze the inner loop and then prove that D[1 . . . head]
holds the skyline set of the input array when the outer loop
terminates. Roughly speaking, the inner loop searches for a
skyline tuple in D[head . . . tail] and stores it in D[head]; the
outer loop repeats the inner loop until it identifies all skyline
tuples.
Let Dinner be the value of D[head . . . tail] before the inner
loop starts (after line 6). sskyline maintains the following
invariants at the beginning of the inner loop (in line 7):
1. D[head . . . tail] ⊂ Dinner .
2. D[head] ≺ D[(head + 1) . . . (i − 1)].
3. S(Dinner ) = S(D[head . . . tail]).
Invariant 1 means that D[head . . . tail] is a subset of Dinner .
Invariant 2 implies that D[head] is a skyline tuple of
D[head . . . (i − 1)]. Invariant 3 implies that in order to
compute S(Dinner ), we only have to consider a subarray
D[head . . . tail].
The inner loop terminates when i = tail+1. By Invariant 2,
D[head] is a skyline tuple of D[head . . . tail], and by Invariant
3, D[head] is a skyline tuple of S(Dinner ). Thus the inner
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loop terminates when it identifies a skyline tuple of Dinner .
Let Douter be the value of D[1 . . . n] before the outer
loop begins (after line 4). sskyline maintains the following
invariants at the beginning of the outer loop (in line 5):
4. D[1 . . . (head − 1)] ≺ D[head . . . tail].
5. S(Douter ) = S(D[1 . . . tail]).
6. S(D[1 . . . (head − 1)]) = D[1 . . . (head − 1)].
Invariant 4 implies that we may consider D[head . . . tail] independently of D[1 . . . (head − 1)]. Invariant 5 implies that in
order to compute S(Douter ), we only have to consider a subarray D[1 . . . tail]. Invariant 6 means that D[1 . . . (head − 1)]
is a skyline set.
The outer loop terminates when head = tail, and sskyline
returns D[1 . . . head] = S(Douter ):
D[1 . . . head]
D[1 . . . head − 1] ∪ D[head]
S(D[1 . . . head − 1]) ∪ D[head]
S(D[1 . . . head − 1]) ∪ S(D[head])
S(D[1 . . . head − 1] ∪ D[head])
and
= S(D[1 . . . head])
= S(Douter )
=
=
=
=

each invocation of sskyline reads a block and writes a new
skyline set, the I/O cost is
X |Si |
X |Di |
|Si |
|D|
(
+d
e) =
+
d
e
v
v
v
v
i=1,··· ,b

i=1,··· ,b

The first step stores min(b, c) |D|
b tuples in memory because
only up to min(b, c) invocations of sskyline can be simultaneously active.
In the second step, our algorithm applies pmerge to a pair
of skyline sets a total of b − 1 times. It begins by reading S1
from the disk. We let S10 = S(S1 ) = S1 . At the i-th invocation
where 1 ≤ i ≤ b − 1, pmerge reads Si+1 from the disk and
0
computes Si+1
= S(Si0 ∪ Si+1 ). Thus the I/O cost is
X |Si |
d
e.
v
i=1,··· ,b

by Invariant 6

The second step requires
max

by Invariant 4
Proposition 2.2

i=1,··· ,b−1

by Invariant 5

Thus we state the correctness of sskyline as follows:
Theorem 4.2:
Let Douter be the input to sskyline. When the outer loop
terminates, we have D[1 . . . head] = S(Douter ).
As it maintains a window of tuples in nested loops,
sskyline is similar to the block-nested-loops (BNL) algorithm, but with an important difference. BNL maintains a
window of incomparable tuples that may later turn out to
be non-skyline tuples. Hence, each time it reads a tuple,
the window either grows, shrinks, or remains unchanged.
In contrast, sskyline maintains a window of skyline tuples,
namely D[1 . . . (head − 1)], which grows only with new skyline tuples. In essence, BNL is designed to minimize disk
reads, whereas sskyline is designed to exploit the assumption
that the input array fits in the main memory.

1
(|Si0 | + |Si+1 |)(1 + )
d

tuples of memory because only one invocation of pmerge is
active at any moment. Here (|Si0 | + |Si+1 |) d1 accounts for two
arrays of boolean flags whose combined length is |Si0 |+|Si+1 |.
In total, pskyline incurs an I/O cost of
X |Si |
|D|
+2
d
e
v
v
i=1,··· ,b

and requires
max(min(b, c)

|D|
1
, max (|Si0 | + |Si+1 |)(1 + ))
b i=1,··· ,b−1
d

tuples of memory. Since skyline set Si (1 ≤ i ≤ b) is no
larger than block Di , the I/O cost is no higher than 3 |D|
v .
The memory usage is no higher than |D|(1 + d1 ) which is
reached when all tuples are skyline tuples, and no lower than
|S(D)|(1 + d1 ) because pmerge eventually loads the entire
skyline set in the main memory. As a special case, if we set b to
c, the memory usage always lies between |D| and |D|(1 + d1 ).

E. Overall implementation

V. E XPERIMENTS

Our parallel skyline algorithm pskyline proceeds in two
steps: first a parallel application of the sequential skyline
algorithm sskyline and second a sequential application of
the parallel skyline merging algorithm pmerge. Below we
describe how our algorithm computes the skyline set of a
dataset D of dimensionality d. We report the I/O cost in terms
of the number of page access and the memory usage in terms
of the number of tuples. We use a sequential file structure
(with no indexes) to store D, and assume that a total of c
cores are available and that the disk page size v is given in
terms of the number of tuples.
In the first step, our algorithm divides D into b blocks
D1 , · · · , Db . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that
the size of every block is a multiple of v. Then it applies
sskyline to each block in parallel, and writes b resultant
skyline sets S1 , · · · , Sb to temporary files in the disk. Since

This section presents experimental results of parallel BBS
and pskyline on an eight-core machine.
A. Experiment setup
The evaluation of parallel BBS and pskyline uses both
synthetic datasets and real datasets. We generate synthetic
datasets according to either independent distributions or anticorrelated distributions [3]. For datasets based on independent
distributions, we independently generate all tuple elements
using a uniform distribution. For datasets based on anticorrelated distributions, we generate tuples in such a way that
a good tuple element in one dimension is likely to indicate the
existence of bad elements in other dimensions. We use two real
datasets, Household and NBA, which follow independent and
anti-correlated distributions, respectively. We represent each
tuple element as a floating-point number of 4 bytes.
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A dataset D determines three parameters d, n, and s:
•
•

•

d denotes the dimensionality of the dataset.
n denotes the number of tuples in the dataset, or its size.
When reporting the number of tuples, we use K for 1024
(e.g., 100K = 102400).
s denotes the number of skyline tuples in the dataset.

We use two groups of synthetic datasets based on independent
and anti-correlated distributions. The first group varies the
dimensionality of the dataset: we use d = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16 and n = 100K to obtain 2 ∗ 7 = 14 datasets, all of the
same size. The second group varies the number of tuples in
the dataset: we use d = 10 and n = 10K, 100K, 1000K to
obtain 2 ∗ 3 = 6 datasets, all with the same dimensionality.
Given a dataset, we specify each experiment with a single
parameter c:
•

Parallel BBS
pskyline
(1) Independent datasets

c denotes the number of cores participating in parallel
skyline computation.

For each dataset, we try c = 1, 2, 4, 8. When c is set to
1, both parallel BBS and pskyline degenerate to sequential
skyline algorithms.
Each experiment reports three measurements T , O, and M
as the performance metrics:
•

•

•

T denotes the computation time measured in wall clock
seconds. We write Tc for the computation time when c
cores are used.
O denotes the I/O cost calculated in terms of the number
of page access. The I/O cost is independent of the number
of cores.
M denotes the memory usage in terms of the number of
tuples.

All measurements are averaged over 10 sample runs.
We run all experiments on a Dell PowerEdge server with
two quad-core Intel Xeon 2.83GHz CPUs (a total of eight
cores) and 8 gigabytes of main memory. The disk page size
is 4 kilobytes. We compile both parallel BBS and pskyline
using gcc (without optimization). In all experiments, the main
memory is large enough to hold all data (both source data
and intermediate results) manipulated by parallel BBS and
pskyline.
For pskyline, we need to choose the number b of blocks
into which the dataset is divided in the first step. Too low a
value for b may diminish the benefit of parallel computation
during the first step (a parallel application of sskyline), but
the I/O cost also decreases accordingly. Too high a value for
b, on the other hand, may incur a high cost of I/O without
fully exploiting multiple cores. In the extreme case of b = n,
a total of n disk writes occur only to find singleton skyline
sets.
We experimentally determine the relation between b and
the performance of pskyline. We use two synthetic datasets,
independent and anti-correlated, with d = 10 and n = 100K.
We try c = 1, 2, 4, 8 and b = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and report
T , O, and M for each combination of c and b. (If b = 1, all
combinations are equivalent.)

Parallel BBS
pskyline
(2) Anti-correlated datasets
Fig. 5.

Speedup

T1
T

(n = 100K)

Experimental results (omitted for space reasons) show that
the speedup is maximized when b is set to c. In this case, the
entire dataset is loaded in the main memory and there is only
a moderate I/O overhead. As every dataset fits in the main
memory, we set b to c in all subsequent experiments so as to
maximize the speedup.
B. Effect of different numbers of cores on the speed
The first set of experiments test the effect of using multiple
cores on the speed of parallel BBS and pskyline.
1) Effect of dimensionality and dataset size: Figure 5 shows
the speedup relative to the case of c = 1 when d, the
dimensionality of the dataset, varies from 4 to 16. For each
dataset, it shows the number s of skyline tuples and the actual
computation time T1 for the case of c = 1. Both parallel BBS
and pskyline exhibit a similar pattern of increase in speedup:
the speedup increases towards c as d increases. pskyline
sometimes achieves superlinear speedups on anti-correlated
datasets because it uses different values of b as c changes
(b is set to c).
Note that for a few datasets with low dimensionalities (independent datasets with d = 4, 6 and anti-correlated dataset with
d = 4), an increase in c sometimes results in a decrease in the
speedup. For such datasets with relatively few skyline tuples,
the overhead of spawning multiple threads and performing
synchronization can outweigh the gain from an increase in
the number of cores. In particular, an increase of c from 4 to
8 means that we use not just multiple cores but multiple CPUs
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pskyline

Parallel BBS
Parallel BBS
pskyline
(1) Independent datasets

Fig. 7.

Parallel BBS
pskyline
(2) Anti-correlated datasets
Fig. 6.

Speedup

T1
T

(d = 10)

(namely two CPUs with four cores each), in which case the
overhead is much higher. For other datasets, both parallel BBS
and pskyline achieve a speedup approximately proportional
to the number of cores regardless of the dimensionality of the
dataset.
Figure 6 shows the speedup relative to the case of c = 1
when n, the number of tuples in the dataset, varies from 10K
to 1000K. For each dataset, it shows the number s of skyline
tuples and the actual computation time T1 for the case of
c = 1. Like the previous experiments, both parallel BBS and
pskyline exhibit a similar pattern of increase in speedup. Also
an increase of c from 4 to 8 does not necessarily result in a
performance improvement commensurate with the increase in
c, as is the case for the independent dataset with n = 10K.
For all other datasets, both parallel BBS and pskyline achieve
a speedup approximately proportional to the number of cores.
From these experiments, we draw the following conclusion:
• In general, both parallel BBS and pskyline successfully
utilize multiple cores and achieve a speedup approximately proportional to the number of cores.
2) Effect of the density of skyline tuples: We expect that
a higher density of skyline tuples gives a better utilization
of multiple cores by both parallel BBS and pskyline. Here
we experimentally test the relation between the speedup and
the density of skyline tuples using all the datasets from the
previous experiments. For each dataset, we calculate TT81 , the
speedup from using eight cores relative to the case of c = 1,
and ns , the density of skyline tuples.

Speedup

T1
T8

Figure 7 shows the speedup versus the density of skyline
tuples. We observe a correlation between the speedup and the
density of skyline tuples: there is little performance gain when
most tuples are non-skyline tuples, whereas a relatively high
speedup results when most tuples are skyline tuples. Moreover
there is no particular relation between the speedup and the
type of the dataset (either independent or anti-correlated). For
example, pskyline achieves a speedup of more than 7 for
some independent dataset while it fails to achieve a speedup
of 2 for some anti-correlated dataset.
Thus we draw the following conclusion:
• The speedup for parallel BBS and pskyline is mainly
driven by the density of skyline tuples. In particular, both
algorithms are the most effective when most tuples are
skyline tuples, or when it needs a parallel computation
the most.
C. Comparison between parallel BBS and pskyline
The second set of experiments compare parallel BBS and
pskyline for speed, I/O cost, and memory usage. We use the
same datasets as in Section V-B, but analyze only the cases
of c = 1, 8 to highlight the effect of using eight cores. Thus
we compare the following four instances:
• Parallel BBS with c = 1, i.e., sequential BBS
• Parallel BBS with c = 8
• pskyline with c = 1, i.e., sskyline
• pskyline with c = 8
For speed, we calculate the speedup relative to sequential BBS
in order to see how much improvement we can achieve over
the state-of-the-art skyline algorithm. For I/O cost and memory
usage, we identify the two instances of parallel BBS because
the difference is zero (I/O cost) or negligible (memory usage).
Figure 8 shows the speedup of parallel BBS and pskyline
relative to sequential BBS (1) when d varies from 4 to
16 and (2) when n varies from 10K to 1000K. For each
dataset, it shows the number s of skyline tuples and the actual
computation time T1 for sequential BBS. The speedup of
sequential BBS always stays at 1.
When using eight cores (c = 8), pskyline is comparable to
parallel BBS in speed. pskyline, however, tends to outperform
parallel BBS as the dimensionality of the dataset decreases in
(1) and as the dataset size increases in (2). For example, it out-
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Legend:

Independent datasets
Anti-correlated datasets
(1) n = 100k

Independent datasets
Anti-correlated datasets
(1) n = 100k

Independent datasets
Anti-correlated datasets
(2) d = 10
Fig. 9.

Independent datasets
Anti-correlated datasets
(2) d = 10
Fig. 8.

Speedup of parallel BBS and pskyline

performs parallel BBS for datasets with low dimensionalities
(d = 4) and large datasets (n = 1000K).
When using a single core (c = 1), pskyline is still
comparable to sequential BBS in speed. For example, for anticorrelated datasets in (1), sequential BBS starts to outperform
pskyline when d reaches 10, but the performance difference
remains stable afterwards; for all independent datasets in
(2), pskyline runs faster than sequential BBS. This result is
remarkable because pskyline does not require sophisticated
index structures for eliminating unnecessary dominance tests
and only uses simple nested loops for sequential skyline computation. In particular, pskyline far outperforms sequential
BBS when the density of skyline tuples is low (e.g., d ≤ 6), or
when the dataset is meaningful from the viewpoint of skyline
computation.
Figure 9 shows the I/O cost (1) when d varies from 4 to
16 and (2) when n varies from 10K to 1000K. The I/O cost
increases both with d and with n because the raw size of
the dataset increases accordingly. While pskyline with c = 1
incurs a lower cost of I/O than BBS (and also pskyline with
c = 8) for every dataset, there is no clear winner between
BBS and pskyline with c = 8.
Figure 10 shows the memory usage (1) when d varies from
4 to 16 and (2) when n varies from 10K to 1000K. In the
case of (1), the memory usage for pskyline lies between
|D| and |D|(1 + d1 ) regardless of c (because we set b to c),

I/O cost O

whereas the memory usage for BBS heavily depends on both
the dimensionality and the type of the dataset. Although the
memory usage for pskyline is lower than that for BBS for
all anti-correlated datasets, there is no clear winner between
BBS and pskyline if independent datasets are also taken into
account.
From these observations, we draw the following conclusion:
• Despite its simple design, pskyline is comparable to
parallel BBS in speed. As a sequential skyline algorithm,
pskyline far outperforms sequential BBS when the density of skyline tuples is low.
• With respect to both the I/O cost and the memory
usage, there is no clear winner between parallel BBS and
pskyline.
D. Real datasets
The third set of experiments test pskyline and parallel BBS
on two real datasets, Household and NBA.1 Household is a
six-dimensional dataset following an independent distribution
where each tuple records the percentage of an American family’s annual income spent on six types of expenditures. NBA
is an eight-dimensional dataset following an anti-correlated
distribution where each tuple records the statistics of an NBA
player’s performance in eight categories. For both parallel BBS
and pskyline, we try c = 1, 8.
Figure 11 shows the results on the real datasets. When using
eight cores, pskyline achieves a moderate speedup of 4.40 for
Household, but only a speedup of 1.39 for NBA because of
the small dataset size. Parallel BBS also achieves a moderate
1 These datasets can be collected from http://www.ipums.org and
http://www.nba.com.
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Dataset
d
n
Household
NBA

6
8

s

127931
17265

5774
1796

Computation time T
pskyline
parallel BBS
c=1 c=8 c=1 c=8
0.753 0.171 1.415 0.411
0.061 0.044 0.117 0.103
Fig. 11.

Memory usage M
pskyline
BBS
c=1
c=8
127931 127931 12761
17264
17264
3243

Results on real datasets

good cases and then applies an iterative sequential algorithm to
deal with these good cases. By carefully designing a sequential
skyline algorithm and a parallel skyline merging algorithm,
we obtain a parallel skyline algorithm that exhibits speedups
approximately proportional to the number of cores, i.e., a
“multicore-ready” skyline algorithm. Since it does not require
special index structures or preprocessing, our algorithm is
also trivial to adapt for such variants as constrained skyline
computation or subspace skyline computation [24].
The main weakness of our algorithm is that it does not
produce skyline tuples in a progressive manner. This is because
our algorithm is basically a brute-force algorithm that uses
no index structures and inspects the entire dataset to identify
skyline tuples. The main goal in this work, however, is not
to develop a parallel skyline algorithm that is versatile in all
aspects. Rather it is to demonstrate that skyline computation
(and certainly other database operations as well) can benefit
from multicore architectures.

Independent datasets
Anti-correlated datasets
(1) n = 100k

Independent datasets
Anti-correlated datasets
(2) d = 10
Fig. 10.

I/O cost O
pskyline
BBS
c=1 c=8
784
874
422
150
210
278

B. Design principles of skyline computation
Lee et al. [8] present three design principles of skyline
computation which are indeed the foundation for existing
skyline algorithms that use index structures:

Memory usage M

speedup of 3.44 for Household and a small speedup of 1.14
for NBA. As a sequential skyline algorithm, pskyline runs
faster than parallel BBS with c = 1 for both Household and
NBA, which further indicates that pskyline is a competitive
algorithm even for sequential skyline computation. The I/O
cost and the memory usage roughly agree with the pattern
given in Section V-C.
VI. D ISCUSSION
This section discusses strengths and weaknesses of our
parallel skyline algorithm pskyline. It also examines design
principles of skyline computation for finding all skyline tuples.
A. Strengths and weaknesses of pskyline
Börzsönyi et al. make the following observation in their
seminal paper on skyline computation [3]:
Our experimental results indicated that a database
system should implement a block-nested-loops algorithm for good cases and a divide-and-conquer
algorithm for tough cases.
In essence, our parallel skyline algorithm combines both
approaches to maximize their synergy: it first applies the
divide-and-conquer strategy to reduce a tough case to multiple

(1) The access order of tuples has a direct impact on the
performance of a skyline algorithm.
(2) Dominance tests are expensive and an efficient skyline
algorithm should eliminate from dominance tests a block
of tuples at once.
(3) The organization of candidate skyline tuples is critical
for the efficiency of a skyline algorithm.
For the problem of finding all skyline tuples (as opposed
to finding skyline tuples in a progressive manner), however,
our analysis below indicates that these principles are not
necessarily indispensable because of another crucial aspect of
skyline computation, namely dominance tests between skyline
tuples.
Consider a dataset of size n with s skyline tuples. Without
a means of eliminating skyline tuples from dominance tests,
we have to perform at least s(s−1)
dominance tests between
2
skyline tuples in order to find all skyline tuples. The three
design principles given above are intended to reduce the number of remaining dominance tests which are either between
two incomparable tuples or between a dominating tuple (not
necessarily a skyline tuple) and a dominated tuple. Unfortunately a significant amount of time is usually spent performing
dominance tests between skyline tuples, on which the three
design principles has no effect. For example, BBS exhibits
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the following statistics for two 10-dimensional datasets from
Section V:
• For the independent dataset with n = 100K and
s = 25349, a total of 601987455 dominance tests occur
where at least 321273226 (= s(s−1)
) dominance tests
2
(53.3%) are between skyline tuples. If R-tree entries
surviving dominance tests in lines 8 and 11 of Figure 1
are counted as skyline tuples, 393329207 dominance tests
(65.3%) are between skyline tuples.
• For the anti-correlated dataset with n = 100K and
s = 83853, a total of 4259189493 dominance tests occur
where at least 3515620878 (= s(s−1)
) dominance tests
2
(82.5%) are between skyline tuples. If we count R-tree
entries as skyline tuples in the same way as above,
3720403796 dominance tests (87.4%) are between skyline tuples.
The design principle of pskyline is to perform only as many
dominance tests between skyline tuples as required (i.e., s(s−1)
2
dominance tests) and to minimize the overhead of maintaining
candidate skyline tuples, thereby ignoring the principle (3). It
obeys the principle (1) in its implementation of sskyline, but
ignores the principle (2) which applies to no more than n − s
dominance tests involving non-skyline tuples. It turns out that
most of dominance tests performed by pskyline are indeed
between skyline tuples:
• For the independent dataset with n = 100K and
s = 25349, a total of 360859220 dominance tests occur
where 321273226 (= s(s−1)
) dominance tests (89.0%) are
2
between skyline tuples.
• For the anti-correlated dataset with n = 100K and
s = 83853, a total of 3798855122 dominance tests occur
where 3515620878 (= s(s−1)
) dominance tests (92.5%)
2
are between skyline tuples.
Thus we may regard pskyline as a highly optimized algorithm
among all skyline algorithms based on the same design principle. As it stores candidate skyline tuples in arrays, pskyline
is also easy to implement and parallelize, which is another
important strength.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The time is ripe for a marriage between database operations
and multicore architectures. We investigate parallel skyline
computation as a case study of parallelizing database operations on multicore architectures. We believe that opportunities
abound for parallelizing other database operations for multicore architectures, for which our work may serve as a future
reference.
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